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general comment:

The paper presents an interesting advancement in multivariate bias correction, that aims at incorporating the temporal depen-

dence structure on top of the inter-site and inter-variable dependence structure. In general, I think it is important to advance

on statistical methods that are able to deal with highly structured climate model output, including different variables, spatial

context and temporal autocorrelation. I am not aware of any other method with similar aims, however, my knowledge of the5

literature in the area of bias correction is not too strong.

Answer:

We thank the reviewer for her careful reading and interesting comments. We tried to take them into account as much as possible

in the updated manuscript.10

Comment:

The authors use only one run from one global climate model. Since there are no set hyperparameters that tailor this method

specifically to IPSL, there is no evidence that this method is not generalisable. As a proof of concept, in my opinion, it is

sufficient to work with one climate model only.15

Answer:

Indeed, even though the suggested correction method is specifically applied to the IPSL model simulations in the present arti-

cle, the methodology is applicable to any climate model.

20

comments on the method:

The authors describe from line 437 that adding more sites to the conditioning dimension improves the results, however, at the

cost of uneven distribution of the selected timesteps. As stated in line 290, this does not necessarily lead to a larger bias intro-

duced. However, the authors do not recommend choosing a conservative “compromise setting” with not too little and not too

many sites used, to hedge both against missing transivity effect and uneven timestep distribution. I wonder if such a cautionary25
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note should be introduced, that the readers are aware that you can “overfit”? Or do the authors disagree with this statement?

Answer:

This is a wise recommendation. This is now done (on lines 494-496 of the track-changes manuscript and lines 479-481 of the

revised one):30

“Hence, in practice, we recommend a “compromise setting” in the choice of the conditioning dimension, with not too few and

not too many sites. Such a choice would prevent both from missing transitivity effect and from uneven timestep distributions.”

Comment:

I am a bit confused on how the authors treat the precipitation data. Since precipitation is not normally distributed and often35

zero, the ranks should exhibit many ties when searching for analogues. How is this problem approached?

Answer:

This is fair question. We acknowledge that our explanations were not necessarily sufficient to understand this point.

Regarding the non normal distribution of precipitation, based on the present methodology, this is not an issue since R2D240

works explicitly with ranks and ranks associations (i.e., the copula functions). Hence, whatever the distribution (i.e., Gaussian

or not) of the continuous part of the data, the ranks provide an independent information.

Regarding the zeros, this is a common and recurrent problem: how to deal with ranks of zero precipitation values? In R2D2,

this question arises when applying R2D2 with precipitation alone as conditioning dimension, and particularly when there is

a single conditioning location. In this case, when the conditioning value is 0, its ranks is 1, and there are many time steps45

sharing the same first rank. For the moment, the proposed R2D2 algorithm will select the first time step having this rank of

conditioning dimension to perform the rank resampling of the other variables/locations. Hence, the order in which the dataset

is searched to find the conditioning rank value will influence the selected time step and may thus potentially also influence the

results, especially with precipitation alone at a unique site as conditioning dimension. However, although the same procedure is

applied when using multiple conditioning dimensions (i.e., multiple conditioning locations and/or variables) whose at least one50

contains precipitation, the conclusion only partially holds. Indeed, multiplying the dimensions to condition the rank resampling

will reduce the choice of the time step that can be considered for resampling, hence reducing the weight of the ties in the

conditioning information.

Other choices could be made to deal with tied ranks: last or median time step (instead of first) could be selected, or even

randomly drawn time step (among those with a common distance to the condition information). Nevertheless, this is not55

investigated in the present paper – since it is a proof of concept – and left for future work.

To clarify those points in the manuscript, the text has been modified (on lines 160-173 of the track-changes manuscript and

155-168 of the revised manuscript) as follows:

“In case of ties for the choice of best analogues, the proposed R2D2 algorithm selects the first time step having the minimal

Euclidean distance. Hence, the order in which the dataset is searched to find the analogue ranks will influence the selected time60
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step and may thus potentially also influence the results. For example, ties might occur when including daily precipitation as

a conditioning variable, particularly when precipitation at a single location is the only conditioning dimension. Indeed, there

are potentially many time steps where it did not rain at the conditioning location. All of these time steps would all have the

same rank (in this case 1). This means that some rank combinations that are also compatible with the rank of the conditioning

dimension (in this example no-rain at the conditioning location) will not be present in the corrected dataset. Hence, some rank65

associations can be either under-represented or over-represented in the corrected dataset compared to the reference dataset

because of ties in the conditioning dimensions. However, when using multiple conditioning dimensions (i.e., multiple condi-

tioning locations and/or variables), the number of candidates for the best analogue with the same exact minimal Euclidean

distance decreases, hence reducing the effect of the ties in the time-series of the conditioning dimensions. Other choices could

be made to deal with tied ranks: last or median time step (instead of first) could be selected, or even randomly drawn time70

step (among those with a common minimal distance to the condition information). Nevertheless, this is not investigated in the

present paper and left for future work.”

Comment:

Additionally, in section 4.3.1. the marginal properties of the corrected data are characterised by the difference of the mean and75

the standard deviation to the reference dataset (Figure 7). I assume these statistics could be more insightful if the precipitation

would be divided into two variables for analysis: (1) if it rained and (2) how much it rained. This could show more in detail

possible biases that are corrected or introduced by this method.

Answer:80

Thank you. This is an important remark. To follow the reviewer suggestion, the analyses for the marginal of precipitation

have been redone but, this time, separating precipitation occurrences and conditional precipitation intensities given rainfall

occurrence. Hence, previous figure 7 (corresponding to boxplots of relative differences of mean precipitation with respect to

the mean reference precipitation) is now replaced by:

– a figure showing boxplots of the relative differences of rainfall occurrence probability with respect to that of the refer-85

ence;

– and, in the same figure, the boxplots of the relative differences of the mean conditional rain intensity (given rainfall

occurrence) with respect to that of the reference dataset.

Note that, for each new boxplot figure, the associated maps are also given for each season as supplementary materials.

In addition, boxplots of relative differences of the standard deviations computed from conditional precipitation intensities are90

also given in new figures of the supplementary materials.

To account for these changes, the text now reads (on lines 400-414 of the track-changes manuscript and lines 387-400 of the

revised one):

“For precipitation, univariate biases are investigated in separating occurrences of rainfall and conditional intensities given
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rainfall occurrences. Hence, Figure 7 displays, for the four seasons, boxplots of the relative differences of the probabilities95

of rainfall occurrence with respect to that the reference data (7(a-d)), as well as the boxplots of relative differences of the

mean conditional intensities given rainfall occurrences, wrt that of the reference data (7(e-h)). The associated maps are given

as supplementary materials (Figures SM21-24 for occurrence probabilities and SM25-28 for mean conditional intensities).

Rainfall occurrences are defined as precipitation values > 0.1mm/day to get rid of the drizzle effect present in many climate

model simulations (e.g., Dai, 2006; Kjellström et al., 2010; Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012). Generally speaking, the effects of100

R2D2 on the occurrence and conditional mean precipitation biases are similar to those observed on the mean temperature: (i)

the R.1.1.0 configuration provides similar performances as BC1D; (ii) with or without time lags, and with or without adding

precipitation in the conditioning, increasing the number of conditioning sites may lead to relatively higher biases, both for oc-

currence probability and intensity. However, including precipitation itself in the conditioning does not amplify the precipitation

biases and can even reduce them depending on the season.105

Biases in standard deviations for conditional precipitation values are also given for information (Figures SM29) and coincide

with results for means.”

Comment:

Just as a side note, the concatenation of a historical run with an RCP8.5 run (described from line 87) could in worst case110

lead to a jump in the data. Maybe the authors would like to check whether this is the case and whether this impacts their

autocorrelation results.

Answer:

To perform our analyses, we selected the same ensemble member (identified with number r1i1p1) both for the historical sim-115

ulations and the projection. By convention, as recommended by the CMIP5 Data Reference Syntax (DRS) and Controlled

Vocabularies document (https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/mips/cmip5/cmip5_data_reference_syntax.pdf?id=32), the identification num-

ber of a member stays consistent between different types of experiment. In particular, for RCP simulations, this means that

for a given member, the simulations for the projection period have been initialised with the historical simulations of the same

member so that the projections are a direct continuation of the historical simulations. This ensures a continuity from historical120

to RCP simulations. Additionally, the transition in the prescribed external forcing from the historical period to the projection

period is quite smooth, which means that no abrupt jump should be present in the data. Nonetheless, we looked at the time

series with basic statistics and performed visual investigations of the time series. None of the performed assessments indicated

a jump in the data. For the sake of reproducibility, we have added, in the “Reference and model data” section, the identification

number of the IPSL-CM5A-MR model run that we used (lines 88-90 of the track-changes manuscript and 86-88 of the revised125

one):

“Historical simulations from the ensemble member “r1i1p1” is used for 1979-2005. This is concatenated with simulations

under RCP8.5 scenario made from the same ensemble member for 2006-2016, hence providing a 1979-2016 time period.”
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comments on the results:130

The results of the temporal correlation are only shown for winter. I assume this is because the correlations have shown to be

higher in winter (see for example line 243), or because the authors argue that this is the most difficult case, but a clear state-

ment arguing for looking at the winter case only in Figure 1 and 2 would be desirable from my point of view. Additionally, since

this is a proof-of-concept for a newly developed method, it is interesting for the community to see whether the improvements

seen for the temporal autocorrelation are constant or variable throughout the different seasons.135

Answer:

The results for the temporal correlation are only shown for winter in the manuscript but results for the other seasons are pro-

vided in the supplementary material (Figures SM1-6). Hence, presenting only winter results in the core manuscript allows

having a reasonable number of figures, while all complementary results are also accessible to readers in the supplementary140

information. This is mentioned at the beginning of Section 4: “In the rest of the paper, most results are presented for Winter

only, but analyses for the other seasons are given as supplementary materials when meaningful.” To emphasise it even more,

an additional sentence has been added in the manuscript (lines 286-287 of the track-changes version and 280-281 of the revised

one):

“This is also the case for the other seasons, as shown in supplementary materials in figures SM1-3 for temperature and in145

figures SM4-6 for precipitation.”

Comment:

Throughout the text, six results are mentioned that are not supported by the figures, indicated with a “(not shown)” after the

result. I would argue the Appendix has space enough for all these results. I would especially be interested in the analysis of the150

standard deviations of the marginals and the reasoning why the spearman correlation couldn’t be used (the paper describes

some problems in North Africa, line 381).

Answer:

As detailed in previous answers, to follow suggestions given by the reviewer, the supplementary materials document has in-155

creased to include more additional figures. Therefore, some “not shown" mentions have been deleted. For example, as indicated

earlier, the results concerning the standard deviations (for both temperature, and conditional precipitation) are now given for

the 4 seasons in supplementary materials (figures SM20 and SM29 ). The text has been modified to read:

- Line 393-394 of the track-changes version and 386 of the revised one:

“Somehow similar patterns of biases also occur when looking at the standard deviation of the temperatures (Figure SM20)”160

- Lines 413-414 of the track-changes version and 399-400 of the revised one:

“Biases in standard deviations for conditional precipitation values are also given for information (Figures SM29) and coincide

with results for means.”
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With all the additional SM-figures, the revised supplementary material document now contains 37 figures. We believe that165

this is already a high number and thus we would prefer not to add other materials, especially with minor informative content.

Regarding why the Pearson correlation has been preferred over the Spearman one, the following text has been added to express

our reasoning (lines 421-428 of the track-changes manuscript and lines 407-413 of the revised one):

“Note that the Spearman rank correlation analysis provides similar conclusions, although they are perturbed by the rare170

rainfall occurrences, especially over North-Africa (not shown), which complicates the analysis of the boxplots. Indeed, daily

precipitation data contain many zeros and therefore many tied first ranks. In a case with, for example, 100 values whose 80%

are zeros, 80 ranks are ties and equal to to 1, while the first rank not equal to 1 is the 81st, creating a “jump” in the rank

distribution. A relatively small error in the rainfall occurrence frequency can then lead to a high bias in the Spearman (rank)

correlation, while the Pearson correlation is less sensitive since it is based on “real” values and not ranks. Hence, the Pearson175

correlation has been preferred.”

comments on the text readability:

The authors manage to describe quite clearly and elegantly their approach throughout the paper, with some minor readability

flaws: From line 142 the concept of “Block-A” and “Block-K” is explained. The explanation of the “Block-K” concept and180

why it is necessary could be a bit more elaborated. In line 189 and further down in the text the word “recopy” is used. What

does it mean? How is it different from “copy”?

Answer:

We would like to thank the reviewer for her nice compliments. We tried to improve the text regarding the concept of Block-A185

and Block-K in the revised manuscript. To do so, the text now includes (on lines 151-157 of the track-changes manuscript and

lines 147-152 of the revised one):

“Moreover, in order to avoid discontinuities in the reconstructed final sequence of ranks, the whole sequence of the best ana-

logue is not fully kept, but only a sub-sequence corresponding to a given number of elements at the end of the complete

sequence. This kept sub-sequence is referred to “Block-K” (for “Block-kept”) hereafter, and its length has also to be chosen,190

shorter or equal to Block-A. Searching for the best analogue with a length Block-A and then keeping only a length Block-K

– shorter than Block-A – allows not only avoiding discontinuities in the (rank and correction) time series, but also giving

flexibility to the proposed BC method to adapt to the temporal dynamics of the climate model to correct.”

Moreover, there is no difference between “copy” and “recopy”. Hence, for clarification, we now use “copy” in the revised

manuscript.195

technical corrections:
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Comment:

- line 16 gazes -> gas200

Answer:

Corrected.

Comment:205

- line 18 use of “climate change” and “climate changes” in the same sentence. Clarify difference between these terminologies

or rewrite

Answer:

The sentence has been modified, see lines 18-19:210

“... and are widely used by the scientific community investigating climate changes and their manifold impacts.”

Comment:

- line 142 the sentence starting with “Moreover” is a bit convoluted

215

Answer:

The sentence has been modified (on lines 151-157 of the track-changes manuscript and lines 147-152 of the revised one):

“Moreover, in order to avoid discontinuities in the reconstructed final sequence of ranks, the whole sequence of the best ana-

logue is not fully kept, but only a sub-sequence corresponding to a given number of elements at the end of the complete

sequence. This kept sub-sequence is referred to “Block-K” (for “Block-kept”) hereafter, and its length has also to be chosen,220

shorter or equal to Block-A. Searching for the best analogue with a length Block-A and then keeping only a length Block-K

– shorter than Block-A – allows not only avoiding discontinuities in the (rank and correction) time series, but also giving

flexibility to the proposed BC method to adapt to the temporal dynamics of the climate model to correct.”

Comment:225

- line 217 you never use the term “copula effect” again consider adding links to the respective subfigures in section 4.1.2 for

clarity and easy lookup

Answer:

Indeed. As this term was never used again, the sentence “In the following, we will refer to this mechanism as the “copula230

effect”.” has been deleted with no harm.
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Comment:

- line 232 hose -> those

235

Answer:

Corrected.

Comment:

- line 268 & section 4.2 do reference temporality and model chronology refer to the same thing? If so, consider only using one240

of the terms

Answer:

No, the “reference temporality” refers to the temporal properties (e.g., auto-correlations) of the reference dataset. This is now

clarified in the track-changes manuscript (lines 296-297) and the revised one (lines 290-291):245

“... can present some underestimation of the temporal properties of the reference dataset, both for temperature and precipita-

tion.”

Comment:

- line 437 particularly clear and concise summary250

Answer:

Thank you! We appreciate.
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